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Abstract: -In association rules mining application, some rules can provide a lot of useful knowledge for us, 
though these rules have the lower Support, called weak-support mode in this paper. However, in existing 
Support-Confidence framework, the rules with lower Support will be lost. Thus, this paper puts forward a new 
association rules mining technique, which sets up the lower support threshold value to ensure the weak-support 
rules to be mined and applies Csupport measure to recognise weak-support mode. Then, a new measure, called 
as N-confidence, is used to restrict mining size in generation frequent sets, which can strain away the weak-
support rules without correlation. Furthermore, this paper puts forward a new interesting measure to distinguish 
from the association rules interesting degree. In order to enhance mining efficiency, a novel algorithm, namely 
FT-Miner, is presented to discover association rules in a forest by using two new data structures, including 
UFP-Tree and FP-Forest. The experimentation shows that the algorithm not only mines useful and weak-
support rules, but also has better capability than classical association rules mining algorithms. 
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1 Introduction 
Association rules mining is an important problem in 
the data mining area and has a wide range of 
applications. It was introduced by Agrawal et al. [1] 
in the context of transaction databases. A transaction 
database is a database containing a set of 
transactions and each transaction is associated with 
a transaction id. Let 1 2{ , , , }nD t t t=  be a transaction 
database and 1 2{ , , , }nI i i i= be the set of items in D, 
where ( [1, ])it i n∈  is a transaction and it I⊆ . An 
association rule can be depicted as X Y⇒  , 
where X I⊂ , Y I⊂ , X Y∩ =∅ .The Support of the 
rule X Y⇒ in D is the ratio of the number of items 
containing X and Y in the transaction sets to the 
number of items in the transaction, which formula is 
Support( ) { : } /X Y t X Y t D D⇒ = ∪ ⊆ ∈ . And the 
Confidence of the rule X Y⇒  in the transaction sets 
is the ratio of the number of transactions including X 
and Y to the number of those including X. It is 
written as Confidence ( X Y⇒ ), that is to say, 
Confidence( ) { : } / : ,X Y t X Y t D t X t t D⇒ = ∪ ⊆ ∈ ⊆ ∈ . 
Association rules mining process can be divided 
into two steps:  

 Finding all item sets having the highest 
Supports;  

 Generating association rules from frequent 
item sets. 

In existing association rules mining, most 
algorithms depend on Support-Confidence structure. 
However, there are some shortcomings to be solved. 
In application, Support is usually set up the bigger 
value to avoid the combination explosion problem. 
So many potential and valuable rules are cut down 
in frequent item sets pruning process. But, these 
weak Support rules sometimes present us some 
interesting knowledge, which may be more novel 
than the rules with the higher support. Such as, the 
sale of superior goods in shop is specially paid 
attention by managers, even though their Support is 
lower. In addition, the formula Confidence is 

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )

Sup X Y P XYConf X Y
Sup X P X

⇒
⇒ = = , which only 

thinks relation X and Y and ignore the situation of 

appearance of Y.  When ( )
( )

P XY
P X

=1, it denotes that X 

and Y is independent. But the confidence of rule is 
enough big, which can make the rule establishment. 
In the condition, the rules are inveracious, which 
can not be used by user. 

In order to solve above-mentioned questions, the 
best method is setting up a lower Support threshold 
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value to ensure to get all interesting rules and apply 
other measures to limit the rules generating. On the 
basis, this paper gives a new association rules 
mining structure, which defines Csupport measure 
to ensure rules containing weak Support mode and 
puts forward N-confidence to restrict the number of 
rules. At the same time, a new interesting measure is 
presented to get the rules which are required by 
users. In addition, a new algorithm based on 
frequent growth method and dividing and 
conquering strategy, FT-Miner, is designed to mine 
association rules on the basis of the new two data 
structure UFP-Tree and FP-Forest to enhance 
mining efficiency.  
 
2 Related Work 
In existing association rules algorithms, Apriori[1] 
and FP-Growth[2] are the most influential 
association rule mining algorithms. 

Apriori algorithm adopts layer by layer search 
iteration method to mine association rules, which is 
frequent k-1 itemset. Lk-1 is used to search K itemset 
Lk. However, it needs to scan database when Lk is 
found. So, Apriori algorithm will generate a large 
number of candidate sets. If there are 104 frequent 1-
itemsets, then more than 107 candidate 2-itemsets 
are produced. Furthermore, Apriori algorithm needs 
frequently scan database. 2m-2 possible subsets will 
be tested for m-frequent itemsets. In order to 
enhance mining efficiency, some researchers 
continuously put forward improved Apriori 
algorithm, such as AprioriTid[3], DIC[4], 
Partition[5], DHP[6]. However, most improved 
algorithms are based on Apriori structure, and many 
candidate sets are still brought. 

F-Growth is proposed by J. W. Han et al, which 
compresses data items into FP-tree, then calls FP-
growth method to divide FP-tree into some 
conditional pattern base. Then frequent itemsets are 
mined in conditional pattern base by depth-first 
method. F-Growth algorithm does not generate 
candidate itemsets, and only scans two times 
database. So its efficiency is higher 10 times than 
Apriori algorithm, but it needs excessive CPU 
consumption and storage cost. Some improved 
algorithms of F-Growth includes FP-Growth*[7], 
AFOPT [8], COFI [9], and so on.  

To solve the existing problem of Support-
Confidence structure, some scholars presented 
improved algorithms. Liu et al[10] put forward 
MSApriori algorithm to discover the association 
rules for significant rare data by improved Apriori 
algorithm that assumed the uniform frequency 
pattern of the data. Xiong et al [11] made a research 
on the mining of strong correlation item pairs by 

using Pearson's correlation coefficients as 
measuring criteria and expressed Taper algorithm. 
Whereas, when the items and trade numbers are 
great, the algorithm still needs a mass of calculation. 
Some researchers put forward improving algorithms 
on the basis of Xiong. In order to avoid costly 
testing of a large number of candidate pairs, Zeng 
you H.[12] proposed an efficient algorithm, called 
Tcp, based on the well-known FP-tree data structure. 
Tie yun. Q [13] mined negative correlation item 
pairs, and a new algorithm called MNI was 
introduced to use the lower bound of Phi correlation 
coefficient to generate all candidate negative 
correlation items. Omiecinski[14] illustrated two 
new correlation measuring, including all-confidence 
and bond. Both have the downward closure property.  

In addition, other scholars also described their 
own viewpoints recently. Lee et al [15] brought 
forward two new association algorithms including 
all-confidence and bond by means of pattern-growth 
technology, which were considered as Omiecinski’s 
concept extension. Kim et al [16] put forward the 
concept of confidence-closed correlated patterns and 
illustrated the mining algorithm named as CCMine.  
 
3 Weak-support Mode and Novel 

Measures 
 
3.1 Weak-support Mode 
In the real application, there are relatively infrequent 
data in data set. However, the existing association 
rule mining algorithms get some rules based on 
Support, which are inadequate to measure the 
importance of a rule composed by the data items 
only according to their Support. Some data occurs 
infrequently, but they appear simultaneously with 
the specific data in high proportion. So, the data is 
significant for some users despite the low Support, 
thus the special characteristic is worthy to be 
discovered. The existing association rule algorithms 
can not mine the rules in which the Support is low 
and can not satisfy the Support. 

Example 1. Suppose data items a, b and c 
belonging to the data set A, where each item of a, b 
and c has Support of 10%, 30% and 15% 
respectively and the user sets the minimum support 
threshold value to 20%. So, a and c are not the 
frequent item since they do not satisfy the minimum 
Support. However, the itemset {a, b, c} may have 
Support of 9%, and it has 90% possibility that a may 
appear together with b and c. In the existing mining 
algorithms, the itemset{a, b, c} will be lost because 
it does not satisfy the minimum Support. 

In this paper, we suggest weak-support mode, 
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which can be defined as: 
Definition 1 Weak-support mode is one itemset 

which frequency in the database is too low. But it 
appears with the specific data in high proportion of 
its frequency. 

In order to discover weak-support mode rules in 
searching frequent itemset, we present a strategy 
which adopts a lower Support threshold to ensure 
weak-support mode not to be lost. At the same time, 
a new measure, Csupport, is put forward to prevent  
generating unnecessary rules. 

 Given an item set 1 2{ , , , }nX i i i= , the Csupport 
can be defined as: 

1 2
1 2

1 2

min{ ( ), ( ), ( )}
( , , , )

max{ ( ), ( ), ( )}
n

k
n

Sup i Sup i Sup i
Csupport i i i

Sup i Sup i Sup i
=   (1) 

Theorem 1 If the support of ki ( ki X∈ ) is lower, 
and 1 2( , , , )kCsupport i i i  is greater than the threshold 
value hc which is set up by user, the itemset X  is a 
weak support mode. 
 
3.2 N-confidence 
By Csupport criteria, some weak-support modes are 
included in frequent itemsets, but in weak-support 
mode, many itemsets have not correlation and 
unnecessary for user. So, this paper proposes a new 
measure, N-confidence, to restrict the useless rules 
generating. 

Lemma 1. Confidence has the anti-monotonicity. 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5{ , } { , , , } { , , } { , , , }k kConf i i i i i Conf i i i i i i⇒ ≤ ⇒ (2) 

Lemma 2. For a frequent item set 1 2{ , , , }kX i i i= , 
1 2 3( ) max{ ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( )}j kSup i Sup i Sup i Sup i Sup i= , then 

the rule 1 3, , , ,j ki i i i i⇒ has the minimum confidence 
in all rules, which is 

              1 2

1 2

({ , , , })
{ ( ), ( ), , ( )}

k

k

Sup i i i
Max Sup i Sup i Sup i

               (3) 

called as N-confidence. 
From above lemmas, it is easy to know that 

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

({ , , , }) { ( ), ( ), , ( )}
{ ( ), ( ), , ( )} { ( ), ( ), , ( )}

k k

k k

Sup i i i Min Sup i Sup i Sup i
Max Sup i Sup i Sup i Max Sup i Sup i Sup i

≤ . 

So, N-confidence 1 2

1 2

{ ( ), ( ), , ( )}
{ ( ), ( ), , ( )}

k

k

Min Sup i Sup i Sup i
Max Sup i Sup i Sup i

≤ . 

This paper applies N-confidence as a measure to 
delete the rules without correlation in weak support 
mode. If N-confidence is greater than the given 
threshold hn, then the rule is valid. 

Example 2. In a shopping basket, the Support of 
some very superior brandy is 0.15%, the Support of 
some high-class cigarette is 0.2% and the support of 
X= {very superior brandy, high-class cigarette} is 
0.1%. In existing association rules mining 
algorithms, X will be lost because of their low 
Support. Csupport is equal to 0.75. Suppose hc=0.5 

and hn=0.3, then {very superior brandy, high-class 
cigarette} is weak support mode. By the formula (3), 
N-confidence(X) is equal to 0.5. So, {very superior 
brandy, high-class cigarette} is useful, which will be 
held to generate rules. 
 
3.3 A New Interesting Measure 
The Interesting of rules is an integrative measure 
with reasonable, novel and comprehensible 
characters.  At present, some scholars presented 
different interesting. Han[17] put forward 
Interesting with correlation, which value range is [0, 
+∞]. It denotes that the rule is positive correlation 
when the value interesting is greater than 1. For the 
upper bound +∞ of interesting, it is difficult to 
reflect the real difference of Interesting, such as 
Interesting (X ⇒ Y)=3 and Interesting (X ⇒ Y)=5; 
G. Piatetsky[18] gave other Interesting with 
correlation, but it has the above question; P. Smyth 
et al [19]presented J-measure Interesting, which 
simplified the rules and thought the similarity of 
rule antecedent X and consequent Y probability 
distribution, but ignored the infection P(Y); 
Klemettinen[20] proposed rule template Interesting 
which needed user to indicate the type of rules, then 
the rules meeting the requirement can be got.  

According to above analysis, existing Interesting 
has some shortcomings. So this paper puts forward 
improved Interesting, which is defined as followed. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Con X Y Sup Y P XY P X P Y
Con X Y P XYInteresting X Y

Con X Y Sup Y P XY P X P Y

⇒ − −⎧ ⎧
⎪ ⎪⇒⇒ = =⎨ ⎨
⎪ ⎪⇒ ≥ ≥⎩ ⎩

(4) 

In application, we usually concern the positive rules, 
so the value range of new Interesting is limited to 
positive real number. According to (4), which value 
belongs to [0, 1).  

Theorem 2 If Interesting(X ⇒ Y)=0, that is 
P(XY)=P(X)P(Y), it shows that there is no interaction 
of the appearance of item X and item Y, which are 
independent. 

Theorem 3 The value of Interesting (X ⇒ Y) is 
the more closed to 1, it suggests that the appearance 
of X item has more important action than the 
appearance of Y item. Contrarily, X item has smaller 
effect than Y item. 

 
4 Algorithm Describing 
To generate candidate itemsets, we should be able to 
construct the candidate itemset that contains weak-
support mode. However, due to adopt the lower 
Support threshold value, classical Apriori and FP-
Growth algorithms can not be used to search 
candidate itemsets. So, this paper designs two new 
data structures, called UFP-Tree and FP-Forest, to 
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avoid too bigger data structure. Then, a new 
algorithm, called FT-Miner, is described in this 
paper. A transaction database is stored by many 
UFP-Trees, those UFP-Trees form FP-Forest. The 
FT-Miner algorithm traverses FP-Forest in top-
down depth-first order. 
 
4.1 Data Structure 
In this chapter, we take for an example of the data in 
Table 1. UFP-Tree is a mutation of FP-Tree. 
Suppose the Support threshold value is 0.2. Fig.1 
shows UFP-Tree construction process. 

Table 1 Transaction database 
Tid Item set Tid Item set 

100 {I1, I2, I5} 600 { I2, I3} 
200 {I2, I4} 700 { I1, I3} 
300 { I2, I3} 800 {I1, I2, I3, I5}
400 {I1, I2, I4} 900 {I1, I2, I3} 
500 { I1, I3}   

 

At first, frequency 1-itemsets, named L = {I5, I4, 
I1, I3, I2} are got by one-time scanning database, 
which are arranged according to Support ascending 
order, as can be seen in Table 2. 

Table2 Frequent 1-itemset 
Frequent 1-itemset 

I5: 2 
I4: 2 
I1: 6 
I3: 6 
I2: 7 

 
 It is different with other frequency item sets 

mining algorithm, that UFP-Tree doesn’t use item 
head table. The root of the UFP-Tree is an item in L 
which can identify this tree, not null, and seeks data 
with top-down method.  So the length of L is the 
number of UFP-Tree. Then, database is scanned 

second time, frequent item set tables are obtained 
for every transaction, which are defined as F. For 
transaction T100, frequent item set table which is 
arranged according to support ascending order, F1= 
{I5, I1, I2}, and the first item set I5 is treated as root 
of UFP-Tree, defined this tree as TI5, the other item 
sets I1, I2 are insert TI5. Also, F2= {I4, I2} for 
transaction T200, the first item set I4 is the root TI4, 
the item set I2 is inserted in TI4. In the same way, 
multi-trees structure is built when every transaction 
is operated, which is shown in Fig.1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 UFP-Trees  

FP-Forest is constructed by UFP-Trees for better 
managing data. Fig.2 shows FP-Forest construction. 
At the same time, one-dimension array ATi is applied 
to store the counts of other nodes of UFP-Tree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 FP-Forest 
The pseudocode of UFP-trees and FP-forest 

building algorithm are given in Fig.3. 
FP-forest algorithm 

Input: transaction database D; Min-Support; 
Output: FP-forest 

          Scan D, get frequent 1-itemsets L;  
           Build n Trees TIi using the items in L as root Node and n one-dimension Ai;  
           Scan D for second time 
           For every transaction t∈D 
              {Get frequent item table F according to the order of L; 
               Find the tree TF , which root is the first item of F;  
               Insert other node of F into TF, Ai stores the count of node in tree TF}  

 
Fig. 3 FP-forest algorithm
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4.2 Algorithm Process 
FT-miner adopts frequent growth based on depth-

first searching method, dividing and conquering 
strategy to respectively treat every UFP-Tree. 
According to study the structure of UFP-Tree, a type 
tree, named single frequent branch, is found that it 
can get frequent item sets by easy enumeration. 

Definition 2 When traversing an UFP-tree in top-
down, if the count of a node of UFP-tree is less than 
the minimum threshold value of support and the 
count of father node is greater than or equal to the 
minimum threshold value of support, and every 
ancestor node only have one child node, then the 
UFP-tree is defined as single frequent branch. 

Due to use multi-trees to store data, it is possible 
that the items in a UFP-tree do not exist in other 

UFP-trees. So right shift combination operation is 
designed to avoid some items loss in frequent item 
sets. When a UFP-Tree has been mined, then right 
shift combination operation is used to aggregate 
branches of tree into other UFP-Trees. 

Definition 3 Right shift combination operation. 
When an UFP-tree has been mined, the branch of 
UFP-tree is searched. The first node is found of 
branch. Then the branch is inserted some UFP-tree 
which root node is same with the first node of   
branch. 

The association rules mining procedure to apply 
the new measures is described in Fig.4. 

FT-Miner algorithm 
Input: F-Forest structure; Csupp; N-conf; Inter 
Output: Association rules 

   For each UFP-Tree TIi in FP-Forest 
{ 
Scan UFP-Tree TIi; 
If TIi is single frequent branch 

Get combination of root node and TIi’ nodes 
Calculate the Csupport and N-confidence 
If Csupport> Csupp && N-confidence> N-conf 
  Calculate the Interesting; 
  If Interesting> Inter 
    Output association rules 

             Else find frequent 1-itemsets L； 
                If the length L=1 
                  Get combination of frequent 1-itemsets and root node as frequent itemsets; 

Get subsets of frequent itemsets; 
Calculate Csupport and N-confidence 

 If Csupport> Csupp && N-confidence> N-conf 
      Calculate the Interesting; 
      If Interesting> Inter 

                      Output association rules; 
                 Else F-Forest (L) 
                      FT-Miner (new F-Forest); 
                      TIi right shift combination operation;   
             }  

Fig. 4 FT-Miner algorithm 
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Table3 Parameter and function in FT-Miner algorithm 
Csupp The threshold value of Csupport 

N-conf The threshold value of N-confidence 

Inter The threshold value of Interesting 

F-Forest A function to build F-Forest data structure
 
FT-miner adopts frequent growth based on depth-

first searching method, dividing and conquering 
strategy to respectively treat every UFP-Tree. This 
paper takes the case of TI5 to display association rules 
mining algorithm. Therein, Csupp is equal to 0.8; N-
conf is equal to 0.25; Inter is equal to 0.5. The 
mining process is as following. 

(1) Scan UFP-Tree TI5 and find frequent items {I1, 
I2}, then arrange them according to support 
ascending order to form frequent 1-itemset L={I1:2, 
I2:2}of a new F-Forest, which is shown as Fig.5.   

 
 

 

(2) Build a new F-Forest with two UFP-trees as 
Fig.6, namely TI5I1 and TI5I2. Search two frequent 
branches {I1, I2:1} and {I1, I2:1}, and insert them into 
TI5I1.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 Building new FP-Forest on TI5    

(3) Then, perform FT-Miner operator for new tree 
F-Forest and get association rules in Table 4. From 
Table 4, we can know that the supports of association 
rules are low, but Csupport of these rules is satisfied 
with Csupp. So, these rules are weak-support mode, 
which can be discovered by FT-Miner algorithm. 

(4)Perform right shift combination operation for 
TI5. The root of UFP-tree only has one children {I1:2} 
and insert it into UFP-tree TI1, as can be seen in Fig.7. 

 

                                                                                                         

 
 

 

                                               
Fig.5 Find frequent 1-itemsets                                                                      Fig. 7 Ti5 right shift 

Table 4 Association rules 
Frequent Itemset Possible Association Rules Csupport N-confidence Interesting Association Rules

{I5, I1: 2} I5⇒ I1 1.0 0.33 0.78 I5⇒ I1 

{I5, I1, I2: 2} 
I5⇒ I1∧I2 

I1∧I5⇒ I2 

I5∧I2 ⇒ I1 

1.0 0.29 
0.56 
0.22 
0.22 

I5⇒ I1∧I2 

{I5, I2: 2} I5⇒ I2 1.0 0.29 0.22 No 

4.3 Time Complexity Analysis 
The worst situation of time complexity for FT-Miner 
algorithm is that all the UFP-Trees have not single 
frequent branch. In  search a UFP-Tree T ，it firstly 
needs scan array  A and find frequent 1-itemsets L. 
So the time cost is O(A)+O(LlogL). Then building 
the new FP-Forest, if there are n leaf nodes and Fi is 
frequent item table including i leaf node, the time 
cost is

1
( )n

ii
O F

=∑ . In addition, for right shift 
combination operation,  supposing  T has m sub-trees, 
and the time cost is 

1
( , )m j

j
Cost j T

=∑ .Therein, 

( , )jCost j T  is time cost of sub-tree j combination into 
UFP-Tree Tj which rood node is the same with the 
sub-tree j’ rood node. So time cost is 

1 1 1 1
( ( log ( ) ( , ) ( , ))l n m mj j

ik i j j
O A L L O F Cost j T Cost j T

= = = =
+ ⋅ + + +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

for FT-Miner algorithm. 
 
5 Experimental Study 
In order to test FT-miner algorithm capability, 
experiment adopts the real data. Mushroom, Connect 
and Pumsb* data sets come from UCI[21]. 
T30I1.0D60k data set is generated by IBM synthetic 
data generator. Table 5 shows the characteristic of 
data. The platform of experiment is an IBM PC with 
512 MB RAM and 3.0 GHZ CPU. We use java 
language implementation association rules mining 
algorithm. 
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Table 5 Data sets 
Data 

Data Set Name 
Item number Record number 

Mushroom 119 8124 
Connect 129 67557 
Pumsb* 7117 49046 

T30I1.0D50K 100 60000 
 
5.1 Algorithm Performance Comparing 
 
5.1.1 Running Time Comparing 
Running time is an important parameter of algorithm 
capability, so this paper selects two classical 
algorithms Apriori and F-Growth* to compare with 
FT-Miner algorithm. Due to above-mentioned three 
algorithms based on different measures, this paper 
only compares the running time of generating 
frequent itemsets with the threshold value changing 
of Support. Therein, Csupp is equal to 0.8; N-conf is 
equal to 0.25. 

The experimental results in Fig 8-10 show that 
the FT-Miner algorithm has better performance than 
Apriori algorithm and FP-growth* algorithm. Fig.11 
shows FT-Miner has better performance than Apriori 
and FP-growth* with data rapid increase.  
 
5.1.2 Weak Support Rules Number Comparing 
In the performance evaluation of generating rules 
number, we limit the lower Support threshold value 
range to test the performance discovering weak-
support rules number, which compares FT-Miner 
algorithm with Apriori and MSApriori on 10,000 
transaction records randomly selecting from 
T30I1.0D50K. Therein, β is equal to 0.25 in 
MSApriori; Cspp is equal to 0.85 and N-conf is equal 
to 0.25 in FT-Miner; Confidence is 0.6 in Apriori. 
From Table 6, we can know that Apriori algorithm 
can only discover one weak-support mode 
association rule, and MSApriori also mines fewer 
weak-support mode association rules than FT-Miner 
algorithm. So, FT-Miner algorithm has better 
performance than MSApriori and Apriori algorithms 
on mining weak-support mode rules.  
 

4 6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 2 0
0
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Fig.8  Running time comparing on mushroom set 
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Fig.9 Running time comparing on pumsb* set 
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Fig.10 Running time comparing on connect set 
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Fig.11 Running time comparing on T30I1.0D60K 
 

Table 6 Comparing rules number with MSApriori and Apriori alorithms 
Support（%） 

Algorithm 
1.2-1.9 2 -2.9 3-3.9 4-4.9 

FT-Miner 8 14 7 29 
MSApriori 6 22 3 15 

Apriori 0 0 1 0 
 
 
5.2 N-confidence Measure Performance 
In order to test the action of N-confidence measure 
on algorithm efficiency, this paper examines the 
running time of FT-Miner algorithms in the 

condition of the given Csupp. Therein, the threshold 
of Support is equal to 0.15; Inter is equal to 0.6. 
From Fig.12, we can know that the running time of 
algorithm is decreasing with the N-conf increasing. 
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Fig.12 N-confidence measure impact for running time on connect set 
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5.3 New Interesting Measure Performance 
To test the action of Interesting measure on 
algorithm efficiency, this paper examines the running 
time of FT-Miner algorithms in the condition of the 
given Csupp. Therein, the threshold of Support is 
equal to 0.2; From Fig.13, we can know that rules 
number is decreasing with the increasing of Inter, 
which induces the running time of algorithm 
reduction. 

Generating rules number is also an important 
parameter of algorithm capability, so this paper 
compares it among Apriori, FP-growth*, FT-Miner 
and FT-Miner without Interesting on T30I1.0D60K 
dataset.  Therein, Csupp is equal to 0.7, N-conf is 
equal to 0.3 and Interesting is equal to 0.6. The 
experimental results in Table 7 show that the FT-
Miner algorithm with Interesting has better 
performance in Generating rules number. 
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Fig.13 Interesting measure impact for running time on mushroom set 

Table 7 Generation rule number comparing 
Algorithm Name 

Rule Number 
Comparing Apriori FP-growth* FT-Miner without 

Interesting FT-Miner 

Rule number 3507 2410 1929 841 
 

 
6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed and designed a 
technique through which we can discover the 
association rules to contain low Support data items, 
defined as weak-support mode. The technique adopts 
some new measures, including Csupport, N-
confidence and a new Interesting, that enables us to 
identify the strong correlation of the significant low 
Support data items with the specific data co-
occurring in relatively high proportion. At the same 
time, two new data structures are put forward, UFP-
Tree and FP-Forest, for mine association rules 
including weak-support mode rules. It is easy to 
realize large-scale database storage, and not like a 
single FP-Tree. Furthermore we have designed a fast 
rules mining algorithm, FT-Miner, with frequent 
growth based on depth-first searching method and 
dividing and conquering strategy. According to the 
experiments on real large data sets, FT-Miner 
algorithm has higher efficiency than other algorithms. 
So the method in this paper is very appropriate to 
mine association rules including weak-support mode. 
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Appendix  

Proof of lemma 1. 
1 2 3

1 2 3 4
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1 2 1 2 3

1 2 1 2
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k k
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Min Sup i Sup i Sup i P i i i i
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                                                1 2 3
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≤  

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5{ , } { , , , } { , , } { , , , }k kConf i i i i i Conf i i i i i i⇒ ⇒ ≤ ⇒
     Proof of lemma 2. 

The formula (2) denotes that the Confidence of 
will not increase when the item in the left of rule 
move to its right. So the rule with minimum 
Confidence only has one item in its left for some 
frequent item sets. 
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